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Significance of the Problem

Evidence Appraisal

• 30.3 million people have diabetes (9.4% of US population); 23.1
million diagnosed and 7.2 undiagnosed (CDC, 2019)

Demographics: Determined by each clinic, gender of providers,
and years of service.
Outcomes: Statistical significance was found in three of four
diabetic quality measures
Paired Samples t-test

• Diabetes - seventh leading cause of death in the US (ODPHP, 2019)
• Indiana rates escalated: 5.4% in 1996 to 10.4% as of 2016; 2015,
49.8% of patients with diabetes had an eye exam; 70.6%, foot
exam; 73.1% had 2+ A1c tests in previous year (Chauhan, et al.,
2017; Lawrenson, et al., 2018; Worswick, et al., 2013)

Evaluation

Implementation
• Project Setting: Two clinics part of a larger not-for-profit
healthcare system located in North-Central Indiana

PICOT Question
In providers for patients with diabetes, how does a point-of-care
reminder compared to no reminder affect provider adherence to
diabetes care guidelines thus resulting in improved provider
performance rates over a 12-week period.

Review of Literature

• Population: 12 primary care providers, specializing in family
practice
• Medical doctors (n—11), FNP (n—1)
• Male (n—7) Female (n—5)
• Experience ranging from 2 years to 35 years of clinical practice
• 0-10 years (n—5), 11-20 years (n—4), 21+ years (n—2)

• Design: Pre-intervention, post-intervention
• Comparison: pre-intervention baseline data for each clinic and

• Databases: Cumulative Index of Nursing and Allied Health
Literature (CINAHL), Cochrane Library, Joanna Briggs Institute,
Medline with full text via EBSCO, and PubMed

• Key Terms: MM "Guideline Adherence" AND provider* OR
doctor* OR physician* OR practitioner* AND intervent* OR
reminder* OR "audit and feedback" AND "healthcare outcome" OR
"quality improvement" OR impact OR effect*

• Limiters: Date range between 2009-2019, English language, and
scholarly journals

• Exclusion Criteria: (a) patient-focused only studies; (b) singlestudy evidence; (c) or reviews with too many inconsistencies to
clearly identify a conclusion(s)

Evidence Search Table

•

all provider performance rates; post-intervention results of
provider performance rates
Time: 12-weeks

• EBP Model: Johns Hopkins Evidence Based Practice (JHNEBP)
model conducted through three phases (PET process):
1) Practice Questions Phase: clinical question is refined; leader is
designated; interprofessional team is formed to gather
evidence
2) Evidence Phase: Evidence is gathered, screened, appraised,
summarized, and synthesized; recommendations are based on
level, quality, and quantity of evidence
3) Translation Phase: Implementation of recommended practice
change; practice change evaluated and disseminated
throughout organization

Decision to Change Practice
• The healthcare organization (HCO) was not meeting diabetic quality
benchmarks for Medicare requirement of 90% completion rate
• According to the 2018 Group Practice Reporting Option (GPRO)
(quality measures reported for the Medicare Shared Savings Program
ACO), the HCO’s baseline performance rates across all clinics:
•
HbA1c – 61.9%
•
Microalbuminuria – 78%
•
Diabetic Eye Exam – 51.5%
•
Diabetic Foot Exam – 38.6%
• Education not sufficient for project
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Conclusion and Recommendations
• In accordance with the literature, this EBP project demonstrated
that a point-of-care reminder, utilized with education, and audit
and feedback significantly improved provider adherence and
performance rates in three of four guideline measures. Gaps
remain between diabetes guidelines and interventions in the
clinical setting. APNs can take the lead in closing that gap
effectively by implementing a reminder system. Utilizing their roles
as educator, clinician, researcher, consultant, and leader to
implement protocols and procedures, APNs can improve provider
performance rates, improve patient outcomes and close the
quality gap.
• In conjunction with existing education and audit and feedback, a
point-of-care reminder is recommended to the HCO.
• Practice. Expanding the protocol for the entire health care
organization can lead to improved provider performance rates
• the health care organization would need to develop a method of
holding providers accountable for deficiencies.
• Research. Further research is necessary to determine the impact
nurse practitioners (NP) would make with the use of point-of-care
reminders and a multi-modal approach.
• Education. APNs and nurse educators can take the results of this
EBP project to establish protocols and procedures for a point-ofcare reminder, which may improve provider performance rates,
and ultimately patient outcomes.
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